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Abstract

Incorporation of legislation of Ukraine and the structure of standard and legal acts of Ukraine in the field of technical information security which are obligatory to performance, at the level of the legal doctrine, can be delivered as follows: Constitution of Ukraine; laws of Ukraine; decrees and orders of the President of Ukraine; resolutions and orders of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; standard and legal acts of the Security Service of Ukraine, Public service of special connection and information protection (DSSZTZI) of Ukraine; international agreements of
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Ukraine concerning technical information protection, consent on obligatory performance of which is provided by the Supreme Soviet of Ukraine. The regulatory and legal basis of the provision of IP in IS of NP subsections of Ukraine constitutes: Constitution of Ukraine; Resolution of the Supreme Soviet of Ukraine "On the concept of national security of Ukraine"; Laws of Ukraine "On information", "On scientific and technical information", "On the state secret", "On information protection of the information telecommunication systems", "On access to public information", "On protection of personal data", Resolution of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine "On approval of rules of information protection in informational, telecommunication and information and telecommunication systems". A series of normative documents of the system of technical information protection is developed in Ukraine, the basis of which is ND TZI 2.5-004-99 "Criteria estimation of information protection of the computer systems from unauthorized access". This document is used to design and create complex systems of information protection (CSIP) of the state information resources including IP system, in which information with limited access is processed. However, any methodology used during CSIP design has to be compatible with the main modern standards, such as ISO/IEC of a series 27000. Therefore, organizational and legal principles of IP system of IS of subsections of National police of Ukraine have to be formed according to recommendations of international standards and with the observance of provisions of the current legislation of Ukraine…
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